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Abstract—Recommending blunders that happen in emergency
clinics have been a wellspring of worry for a considerable length
of time. Among the Medication mistakes endorsing blunders
are normal, and it is possibly a major issue. A recommending
choice or medicine when turns out badly hurts the patient to an
expansive degree, except if distinguished early and amended. A
little however critical extent of mistakes in endorsing process
like over or under measurement and unfriendly medications
results in mortality or genuine unfavorable impacts to the
patients. There are no wellspring of office accessible for the
average citizens to discover the mistakes in medical solution.
This confuses endeavors to compute the general predominance
or frequency of blunders. Our proposed framework enables
the patients or average citizens to check whether the endorsed
medication is properly dosed and there are no unimportant drug
recommended for the broke down or distinguished issue. Our
proposed framework is named as Medi-Calc(medicine adding
machine).
Index Terms—Medication Error, Evidence Based Treatment,Health Care

I. I NTRODUCTION

workplace. These perhaps brought about by either terrible penmanship of specialists, or some unremarkable drug specialists
translate sedate names in these medicines. Because of misconception of drug, the most fequent prescription mistakes are
made by patients itself. Average citizens have more approaches
to check the exactness of drugs and medicines. 1.To give clear
prescription data, so the patient can have some learning about
it 2.To give clients helpful and compact medication data.
B. Circumstances and end results
Medical errors are related with unremarkable medical staffs,
new methods, boundaries of age, and mind boggling or pressing consideration, inappropriate communication,poor documentation, terrible penmanship, spelling errors, insufficient
staff-to-understanding proportions, and even correspondingly
named drugs can likewise cause the issue. Persistent activities
may likewise contribute essentially to medical errors. Human
error has been embroiled in the greater part of the of antagonistic occasions that happen in complex medical administration
frameworks.

A. Blunders in Medication
Prescription mistakes are all the time depicted as human
blunders in social insurance. Understanding security is the
most imperative issue in medical administration and medicine
blunder is a noteworthy reason for corruption of Patient
wellbeing. Remedy blunders are typically brought about by
composing drug medicine mistake and recommending issues
because of wrong medical choices. Framework guarantees
to greatly affect understanding wellbeing and conceivably to
lessen the expense related with wellbeing upkeep. Prescription
situated mistakes are normally the aftereffect of disappointments amid the drug movement. Blunders are visit in medical
practice for the most part because of human instinct and
absence of medical wellbeing. The arrangement of medical
occurrence blunders may be brought about by inadequate

C. Objective
To create and execute a framework that encourages individuals or patients to recognize the endorsing errors in medical
practice. To assess the endorsed prescription for under measurements / over dose and for unfriendly medication response.
To build up an easy to understand structure of the proposed
framework with the goal that any average citizens can get
to the framework and get advantage out it. This framework
is helpful to lessen prescription errors while recommending a
medication. The careful measure of medication to be endorsed
can be chosen by the framework.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Mistakes in Medical Prescription
A PC based application which uses the web to make,
communicate and round out a medical solution structure [1].
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It has replaced paper based remedy or fax based solutions.
Anybody from the medical business for example a master, a
specialist, an attendant or a medical right hand can send a
remedy on the web, reconstitute the assent to a gathering of
individuals or send it out to a drug store. It winds up without
errors, exact and understandable - a solution which is sent
online straightforwardly through the medical sources to the
drug store. It decreases the perils identified with paper based
remedy composing. That is the reason numerous associations
incline toward it. Medical sources can share the patient data
straightforwardly with different specialists and pros to finish
up settling on taught and better choices. In any case, there are
extraordinary issues of classification and security.
B. Impetus behind E-Prescription
The purpose of this latest technology in the medical field
is to provide patients with an efficient, safe and time saving
mode of administering prescriptions. This technology directly
transmits the prescription to the pharmacist ensuring there are
no errors in understanding the prescribed drug. The use of e
prescription also ensures better health care for the patients as
it helps the doctors in many ways to diagnose and prescribe
the patient more effectively. This technology has many options
that help doctors like the option of providing complete prescription history and other medical conditions of the patients
at a click and giving warnings and alerts to the doctor in cases
of prescriptions that the system checks are against the medical
history of the patient [1].
It ensures that precious time is saved of the physicians
clarifying their drugs to the pharmacists resulting in more
time for the doctor to serve his patient. The purpose of E
Prescription is not just to help the patient but to help everyone
associated with the medical industry: the option of automated
refill request ensures that hospitals do not lack any necessary
medications and their refill process is completed before time.
The purpose of this technology is also to serve societal issues
and in cases of drug recalls this technology has an option
of maintaining the records of patient who were prescribed a
particular medicine and by just a click all those patients with
that prescribed medicine can be contacted easily and informed
about the drug fall out. The use of this technology is not
limited to patients and doctors only, it also serves the insurance
and other regulatory bodies in assessing records of patients
much quicker than the manual systems. In short, the purpose
of this innovation is to serve many aspects of patient health
care and other related issues at the same time [2].
C. The Role of E-Prescribing in Improving Prescribing System
Efficiency
Mill operator et al [3] express the innovation of EPrescribing improves the productivity of endorsing from numerous points of view as it gives clients the simplicity of
electronically recommending and brief accepting of solutions
to the patients just as guarantees their medicine costs are
decreased. A considerable lot of the benefits of E-Prescriptions
incorporate the sparing of time normally spent to illuminate
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remedies by the doctors and drug stores alike. The solution
as a rule is befuddled frequently in light of the composition
of the specialist which results in many call maneuvers so as
to elucidate those medicines The utilization of this innovation
totally removes this issue from the condition using carefully
transmitting the remedies to the drug specialists. This outcomes in improved patient consideration.
E-Prescription advancement has improved the effectiveness
of the whole endorsing framework by disposing of the utilization of paper and pen and furthermore giving total access
to the medical history of those patients. Using this innovation specialists are presently ready to endorse in a greatly
improved and productive way. With such a large number of
alternatives on their transfer, similar to the choice of cautions
and admonitions which checks the medical history of the
patient against the prescription being endorsed to him which
guarantees any legitimate mistakes by the specialist are wiped
out, effectiveness of recommending is enormously improved.
The new innovation likewise guarantees that solutions are
agreed to similarly as with the utilization of manual paper
and pen medicines numerous remedy shapes go unfilled by the
patients. It additionally incorporates the protection strategies
and other social insurance benefits accessible to the patients
which results in specialists endorsing drugs unquestionably to
the patient and guaranteeing the whole prescription procedure
is proficient and viable [4].
D. Points of interest of E-Prescribing
E-solution gives medical specialists an instrument for safely
and profitably managing their customer’s prescriptions. Stood
out from paper based remedy, e-solution can redesign the
patient’s prosperity records and furnish them with the suitable
prescription, upgrade the accuracy in endorsing the med’s and
adequacy, and reduce social protection costs through redirected
ominous medicine events and changeover of less expensive
drug substitutes. This is a key basic in light of the way that
prescription slips and bungles have been realized which may
have brought about numerous lethal outcomes every year [5 ].
E. Understanding Safety
Quiet security is critical for the human services industry
[6]. Unfavorable medication impacts occur over the world
regularly, which is the reason wellbeing is an essential piece
of a network’s financial plan.
E-medicine keeps away from blunders which used to show
up with paper based solutions: for example a wrong medication or an out of stock medication, a wrong amount of
dose, rehashing drugs, rejection of data or gravely composed
medicines. Such issues mean the drug specialist must call up
the medical experts to affirm the medicine subtleties. This
postpones the way toward giving appropriate medicinal services at the best possible time to the patients. They increment
costs just as time spent on redressing botches. Not all missteps
are noted, which may result in mischief or even passing. Most
e-remedy applications have a worked in ’purpose of consideration choice’ which recognizes numerous blunders in the
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medicine before sending it out. It gets some information about
sensitivities, check dose accuracy and bring up the conceivable
responses between the endorsed medications before the emedicine is conveyed.
F. Cost Reduction
E-remedy programming is exceptionally useful monetarily
[6]. The expense per medicine is lower when contrasted with
paper based remedy E-solution reports can without much of
a stretch be recovered on the web. This can be vital when
the security of the patient is in danger. In 2005, when the
Hurricane Katrina had happened, the medical records of each
enlisted native were accessible which helped in treating the
general population appropriately and effectively [6].
G. Better Work Flow
E-solution accomplishes authoritative objectives and destinations and keep a wide range of blunders which make a
superior stream of work [7]. The entire procedure has made
the making of a medicine a simpler and a quicker procedure
which has diminished the holding up time since patients don’t
need to pause while the solution structure is rounded out.
Manual exchange of information from the remedy structure
to a PC would not presently be important. Calls between the
drug store and the human services focus to check information
would be extraordinarily diminished which would give the
drug specialist extra time to manage the patients. Increments
in security, diminished holding up time, all the more guiding
time; alongside decrease in the expense of the meds thus will
expand benefits and hold patients.

I. Inconveniences and Barriers to E-Prescribing
Monetary Expenses and Risk of Return on Investment
(ROI) must be considered. There are costs identified with
purchasing, putting into work on, supporting and maintaining
such an application [10]. Numerous little emergency clinics
and centers may not ready to support such costs. Associations should motivate fitting equipment and programming to
legitimately apply the framework. It might give advantages to
many individuals yet a solitary Organizations should motivate
fitting equipment and programming to legitimately apply the
framework. It might give advantages to many individuals yet
a solitary association needs to shoulder the costs Many issues
may happen because of progress the board as an association
changes from paper based medicines to e solutions [10] It
requires investment for individuals to adjust to changes. More
issues may emerge if representatives don’t support or like
the presented framework. It is imperative to get the correct
kind of equipment and programming to execute e-medicine
programming [7]. Associations may have insufficient access to
data which might be required for the obtaining of framework
items Training and learning is additionally critical to work
the e medicine programming effectively Training might be
costly so associations may be hesitant to build their budgetary
costs around there [7] shows that the clients may commit
errors by entering incorrectly information. The wrong patient
or measurement of a medication might be chosen. Applications
require ceaseless checking and criticism from specialists.
Information secrecy might be an issue if the product requires
the web so as to work [9] The framework should likewise be
consistent with the Data Protection Act 1998
J. Significance of E-Prescribing For Healthcare Institutes

H. Improved Quality of Care
E-recommending will lessen the threat of medicine blunders
and reduce the perils related to hazard. Verbal miscommunications with respect to social insurance arrangements could
be decreased, as e-medicine should lessen the requirement for
phone calls among prescribers and merchants. Such issues can
happen as the drug specialist probably won’t most likely read
the specialist’s penmanship or else they wouldn’t be totally
mindful of how to recommend it or the responses that may be
brought about by response with different prescriptions. Such
programming can diminish the mistakes and increment the
proficiency since they can furnish clients with an expression
of alert and caution them of a questionable info [5]. Time
and resources can be spared by the disposal of the need
to compose at that point fax remedies [8]. Patients once in
a while abstain from satisfying paper based solutions as it
requires a lot of investment and bother to take it to a drug
specialist and sit tight for it to be filled. Since e-remedy does
not require an excess of time, patients incline toward it. In the
event that prescriptions could be recharged through mechanical
methods, at that point this would improve the effectiveness
of the procedure significantly more [9]. E-solutions can be
controlled through cell phones just as standard PCs which
particularly improves the adaptability of the framework [9].
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The utilization of E-Prescription in modem day human services establishments has turned out to be critical. This innovation is very new yet an ever increasing number of foundations
are understanding its significance and have begun to embrace
this it in light of the straightforwardness it conveys to drug
specialists and specialists that outcomes in improved human
services for the patient. E-Prescription likewise decreases the
cost of administrative work and guarantees specialists spare
time in clearing up their remedies and invest more energy
in finding and care of patients [11]. Electronic Prescription
likewise empowers specialists to survey the whole history of
patients at a tick which again spares a great deal of time and
exertion.
The entrance to the historical backdrop of patients additionally guarantees that the specialists are completely mindful of
the medical history of the individual and the patient would
not have the capacity to shroud any medical condition deliberately or accidentally. Notwithstanding this the framework
additionally gives cautions and admonitions by checking the
medical history of the patient against the present remedy being
given by the specialist. The wide alternatives and access to
the required information that the specialists have will help
them in the finding of the patient’s condition and in making
compelling solutions. This will result in the improved picture
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of those medicinal services foundations where this innovation
is executed. It likewise guarantees that the remedy mistakes
are totally limited and just the right medications endorsed are
given to the patient [11].
III. PROPOSED WORK
A. Medi-Calc: Semantic Authoring of Medical
1) Prescriptions: Semantic Medical Prescriptions are intelligent eprescription documents enriched by dynamic drugrelated meta-data thereby know about their content and the
possible interactions, semantic prescriptions are created based
on a bottom-up process in which normal e-prescriptions that
could be either unstructured or semi-structured with lower
level of expressiveness are enriched with semantic metadata
coming from a set of predefined methodologies with higher
level of expressiveness)
The semantic application Med-Calc can be implemented
.The fundamentals of semantic annotation system are ontologies. Domain ontologies which are used to define vocabularies
providing possible values for metadata properties.
Drug vocabularies as our annotation ontologies and utilize
the existing pharmaceutical linked datasets.
B. Architecture
1) The Medi-Calc system architecture consists of three
layers:: a) Document Layer: This layer includes the traditional eprescription document plus two components as Drug
Detection and Drug Information Collector. Drug detection
component performs the natural language processing (NLP)
of the eprescription document to detect the terms referring
to a drug in the prescription. The component uses DBpedia
Spotlight and BioPortal annotator NLP services to parse and
analyze the text looking for known drugs. DBpedia Spotlight
is a tool for automatically annotating mentions of DBpedia
resources in text (i.e. Named Entity Recognition). BioPortal
annotator is an ontology-based Web service that annotates
public datasets with biomedical ontology concepts based on
their textual metadata. Automatic drug detection component
is configurable so that users can easily add other existing
NLP services for drug detection. When user is writing the
prescription, this component asynchronously performs the
drug recognition and adds the related annotations as real-time
semantic tagging. Another component in this layer is drug
information collector which grabs all the information regarding
a specific drug from Linked Open Data.
b) Semantic Layer: There are two main components in
this layer namely Annotator and Authoring UI. The annotator
component handles the automatic annotation and embeds
the general information of the drugs as meta-data into the
e-prescription. Annotator adopts the RDFa format. RDFa
(Resource Description Framework in attributes) is a W3C
Recommendation that adds a set of attribute level extensions
to XHTML for embedding RDF metadata within web documents. RDFa fulfills the principles of interoperable metadata
such aspublisher independence, data reuse, self containment,
schema modularity and evolvability.
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Fig. 1. Medi-Calc Architecture

The authoring UI component provides users with a set
of input forms to manually embed the meta-data related to
prescription instructions into the prescription document.
c) Application Layer: This layer provides a set of applications on top of the generated semantic prescriptions.
Interaction Finder checks the possible interactions between the
prescribed drugs and warn the prescriber about them. Visualizer is responsible for graphically representing the embedded
semantics of a prescription. The Fact Extractor generates the
RDF/Turtle representation of the semantic prescriptions
C. Features
1) The main features of Medi-Calc can be summarized as::
Medi-Calc can be used for integrated visualization, exploration
and authoring of un-structured and semantic content. In MediCalc, users are able to directly manipulate the conventional
eprescriptions in order to enrich them with semantics. The
generated annotations can be viewed by different sets of user
interfaces with are configurable by users. For example, users
can select specific border/background colors to distinguish the
annotated drugs in a prescription.
Providing Different Semantic Views. Semantic views allow
the generation of different views on the same metadata schema
and aggregations of the knowledge base based on the roles,
personal preferences, and local policies of the intended users.
Medi-Calc has a client-side component which interacts with
the server asynchronously to make real-time tagging possible
and significantly increase the annotation speed where the users
are not distracted since they do not have to interrupt their
current authoring task.
Drug Suggestion. When searching for a drug, Medi-Calc
suggests the similar drugs by taking into account the history
of search terms.
The automatic process of annotating in Medi-Calc is composed basically of finding drug terms in prescription using
an NLP service, mapping them against an ontology, and disambiguating common terms.
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step3

D. Medi-Calc: Example Scenario
As depicted in Figure 6, Medi-Calc approach is very versatile and can be applied in a vast number of use cases by
different stakeholders.
1.The physician diagnoses the disease and writes the corresponding semantic prescription using the Medi-Calc, where
patients medication history is available.
2.The patient accesses to drug information, food interactions
and adverse drug reactions via Medi-Calc.
3.The pharmacist verifies the prescription and considers
alternative options suggested by Medi-Calc.
4.Drug companies utilize the Medi-Calc data store in order
to balance their production and distribution according to the
market taste and demand.
5.The Researchesrs easily access to the abundant data source
and prescription statistical data. Medi-Calc informs insurance
companies to perform fair coverage plans according to covered
drugs and patients medication history.

step4

step5
step1

step6
step2

step7
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E. Medi-Calc: Advantages
The main benefit of using semantic prescriptions is the
persistent connection to up-to-date drug information coming
from multiple dynamic data sources. So, when a change
occurs to a drug (e.g. change in its effects or interactions)
the semantic prescription automatically adapts to this new
change. Once writing a prescription it is very critical to
consider drug interactions. Drug interactions are divided to
three categories namely food-drug, drug-drug and drug-plant
interactions. Co administration can either be synergistic or
antagonistic which respectively increase or decrease the drugs
effect. The interactions may sometimes lead to change in the
drug effect. By applying semantic prescriptions, all types of
drug interactions are prevented and the probability of errors
in prescriptions are reduced to a great extent. A semantic
prescription is a self-contained document which is aware of its
content and is connected to the Linked Open Data. In contrast
to database-oriented e-prescriptions, semantic prescriptions
can easily be exchanged among other e-health systems without
need to changing their related infrastructure hence enabling
a connection between physicians, pharmacists, patients, pharmaceutical researchers, insurance and drug companies. Furthermore, semantic prescriptions increase the awareness of
patients. They provide patients with all the related information
of the prescribed drugs thereby mitigating the possible misuse
of drugs. In addition, semantic prescriptions support shared
decision making (SDM) by allowing patients and service
providers to make health care decisions together. They connect
the best scientific evidence available with the patients values
and preferences.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Providing a consistent connection between patients, physicians, pharmacists, pharmaceutical researchers and drug companies is a crucial step towards enhancing the quality of
knowledge management and thereby e-health services in the
pharmaceutical domain. With Medi-Calc, we presented in
this article an approach for implementation of Semantic
Prescriptions as intelligent medical prescriptions to improve
the integration and inter operability of e-prescribing systems
with other e-health services. Semantic prescriptions includes
the important meta-data about the content of a prescription
which will increase the awareness of their consumers. We
see the work presented in this article as an initial step in
a larger research agenda aiming at promoting the authoring
and annotation of semantically enriched medical documents.
Regarding future work, we envision to extend the MediCalc application towards different modalities, such that the
annotation of images and other medical objects is supported.
Furthermore, we aim to integrate the other existing linked open
datasets (e.g. related to publications, laboratories or insurance
documents) into the Medi-Calc to extend its stakeholders.
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